
Kto Kovo? 

The Present Danger, 
as Seen From Moscow 

I o  k o w ?  according to Lenin, is the funda- K mental question of politics. "Who's 
going to do in  whom?" Lenin and others plotting against 
the czar came steadily to this zero-sum conception of 
politics. 'One side or the other could win-not both. 
Though Aiiic'ricans tend to expect a harmony of interests 
aiiiong nations, the zero-suni conception also exists in 
this country; i t  ih .  in fact, a prominent factor in the 
ongoing debate about Soviet strategic objectives and 
capabilities-for instance. in statements by the Coniniit- 
tee on the Present Danger. 

Harassed by the czar's secret police. distrustful of  the 
sluggish Russian masses. suspicious of factionalism 
wi th in  their own ranks. the Bolsheviks lived in  fear for 
years before they seized power. Follo\ving their coup 
d ' i t a t  sixty years ago come November, their fears 
multiplied: Lenin himself was seriously wounded by 
would-be assassins; White and other counterrevolution- 
ary forces struggled against the new regime; the border 
nations pulled away from Moscow's sway; and foreign 
interventionists attacked from north and south, east and 
west. 

On nrhoni could the Bolsheviks count for support? 
Only on the workers cif Europe, they believed. and 
possibly the nationalist bourgeoisie of the Third World 
with their teeming niasses exploited by Western im- 
perialism. Soviet diplomacy and the Communist Interna- 
tional therefore labored to set the European proletariat 
against the bourgeoisie; split the bourgeoisie into 
pacifist and reactionary wings: sharpen tensions between 
Britain and France. and between the Versaillcs victors 
and defeated Central Powers; and support the national 
liberation movenients in the Near East and Asia against 
European im erialism. Attacking the vital innards of 
British and rench interests. the Bolsheviks helped 
ensure f u l f i l l  t ent of Lenin's prophecy: The West did 
indeed strive to destroy the Soviet Republic. 
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By 1921 all parties were fatigued; capitalism as well as 
Soviet Russia had "stabilized"; and Lenin advocated 
disarmament diplomacy as a way to pursue the revolu- 
tion by "other means." Soviet disarmament proposals to 
the Genoa Economic Conference i n  1922 and to the 
League of  Nations in the late 1920's and early 1930's 
were part of a campaign to keep'the enemy off guard and, 
more generally. to divide and conquer. I f  the foe were at 
bay, Moscow would concentrate its material resources 
on reconstruction and, later, industrialization. But when 
World War 11 approached. the five-year plans gave more 
and more attention to the sinews of war, and the Red 
Amiy was transformed from a cadre force of 562,000 
men in 1933 to I .433,000 in 1937 to 4,207,000 (almost 
the present size of Soviet forces) in 1941 . *  

By the end of  the war the Red Army had expanded to 
I 1,365,000 nien. I t  wasdeniobilized much more sharply 
than Western analysts appreciated at the time. leveling 
off at 2,874.000 in  1948. Following the establishment of 
NATO and the Western buildup during the Korean War, 
however,'.Soviet forces rose to 5,763,000 men. This total 
was cut by half a million in 1955 in part to show the new 
regime's desire to improve relations w i t h  t h e  West; in 
1960 Khrushchev announced another unilateral cut ex- 
pected to reduce Soviet forces from 3,623.000 to 
2,423.000 by 1962. The 1961 Berlin crisis aborted this 
reduction and raised Soviet forces to 3.600.000. but they 
declined to 3,300.000 by 1962. The 1968 Czechoslovak 
operation .and. more important, the mounting tensions 
along the Chinese border in the late 1960's and early 
1970's have pushed the total men under arms to over 
4.000,OOO today. * * 

Implicit in  these numbers is an ongoing struggle 

*Details o n  thc h i z c  01' ihc Soviet I'orccs l r o n i  the 1920's to 
1963 (hascd in part o n  data givcn by Khrushchcv  i n  1960) arc 
riven in the author 's  "Soviet Diuriiiaiiicnt Proposals and tlic 
tadre-Terri  torial Army . " Orhis (Winter. 1964). 

* 'Tlrc hli1iriir.v Ba larrc .~ .  1976-1977 (London: International 
Institute lor Strategic Studies. 1976) gives the currciit sizc o t  
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between fear of foreign incursions and hope for at least a 
breathing space i n  which to build u p  Russia’s 
resources-political and economic as well as military. 
Whenever the prospects for peace looked good, Moscow 
has tried to tap its manpower assets for economic 
development. When international tensions grew, the 
Kremlin usually tried to compensate for its qualitative 
deficiencies by large-scale mobilization. Only in I960 
did the Kremlin cut its forces on the assumption that 
Soviet firepower reduced the need for reliance on mass. 
But even after the USSR acquired the ittiage of strategic 
equality with the United States, i t  still chose to field the 
world’s largest army. Here, as in other domains, the 
Soviets have followed an earlier tradition: Czarist Russia 
maintained the largest army in  Europe from the 
eighteenth century until  World War 1. Indeed, following 
the Napoleonic Wars czarist policy was to field an army 
equal in  numbers to those of the rest of Europe com- 
bined. 

he present danger, for Moscow, has been T internal as well as external. The Kremlin’s 
anxieties have helped goad its arms buildup but also have 
reinforced its interest in certain kinds of arms control. 
The situation from World War I 1  un t i l  the mid-1960’s 
was eloquently portrayed by Khrushchev. His words 
(recorded on tapes available at Columbia University 
and in Kliritshchev Rettiettibrrs, Little Brown, 1970-74) 
convey the emotional depth as well as the reasoning 
behind Soviet fears. No theme in Khrushchev’s memoirs 
is more pervasive than the Kremlin’s concern to cope 
with the Unitkd States-militarily, economically, 
po1iticall.y-using its limited resources. 

Following World War 11, Khrushchev recalled, “our 
country ... was stricken by famine; food was still 
rationed. True, our army had gained formidably in 
quantity of troops and in quality of command. But our 
industrial capacity was too devastated and our material 
resources too depleted for us to withstand another war.” 
What brought on the cold war? “ I t  was largely because 
of Churchill’s speech [his “Iron Curtain” speech, deliv- 
ered in Fulton, Missouri in March, 19461 that Stalin 
exaggerated our enemies’ strength and their intention to 
unleash war on us. As  a req l t ,  he  became obsessed wi th  
shoring. up-our defenses ‘against the West. ” Churchill 
(whoselspeech Harvard historian Ernst May has charac- 
terized pb “moderate”) was saying, as he had said before 
World \Tar I 1  to encourage a Nazi attack on Russia, that 
Russia pood on feet of clay. Stalin became “convinced 
that the West was deliberately creating tensions, and he 
assumePd that another war was not only possible, but 
inevitable.” 

Americans began to flaunt their atomic monopoly and 
invincible air power by “sending their planes all over 
Europe, violating borders from one end of the continent 
to the other. Not‘only did they overfly [Eastern 
Europe] .... they violated the air space of the Soviet 
Union itself, mostly along the Baltic coast and in the 
north near Murmansk.” 

Far from offering Russia a long-term credit, the 
United States demanded repayment of some Lend-Lease 
obligations and return of cargo ships loaned during the 

war. The Americans did not even take the ships back to 
the United States to scrap them-”they just took theni 
out to sea and sank them then and there. That’s how 
much our former allies cared for the blood we’d shed in 
the fight against our common enemy.” 

The Americans didn’t care about the money, for they 
made vast profits in the war. Their monopolies doubled 
and tripled their capital during the war, “making profits 
off the blood of Russian soldiers, off the tears of our 
women and old men.” They felt threatened by Mos- 
cow’s plans to reconstruct Soviet industry. and wanted to 
wipe socialism off the earth. 

Though Khrushchev gives no date, he probably refers 
to 1948 when he asserts that “Stalin trembled with fear” 
and “ordered the whole country to be put on military 
alert,” where it remained until  sometime after he died. 
Stalin knew that “we lagged behind the West” in 
modern weaponry. But Russia had “a plateful of other 
problems”-above all, to provide food for the people. 
And unless industry were restored and modernized, “we 
were doomed to remain a backward country both eco- 
nomically and politically.” The Kremlin had also to 
strengthen the political situation within the country, 
though most of the people supported the party. 

One of Stalin’s biggest errors,  according to 
Khrushchev, was his decision to “concentrate [Russia’s] 
resources on the development of the navy, particu- 
larly our surface fleet, rather than on our air force.” 
Since our likely foes in the next war were sea powers, he 
reasoned that “we should be a sea power too.” But a 
“navy without aircraft carriers is no navy at all.” Since 
Russia could not afford them, Stalin limited his crash 
naval program to cruisers and destroyers, even though 
they too were “terribly expensive.” All this diverted 
funds from the more necessary and reliable forms of 
warfare and “from our overwhelniing nonmilitary 
needs. ” 

When Khrushchev’s first naval commander presented 
a large building plan, Khrushchev replied: “Even if we 
approved your recommendations, i t  would take ten years 
for us to build all the ships you want, and by then the 
United States would probably be even further ahead of us 
because the Americans have much greater material 
capabilities.” Khrushchev urged instead that the USSR 
first improve its airborne defenses and means of coun- 
teratthck. 

Eventually the Khrushchev leadership decided to con- 
vert the navy primarily to submarines. Aircraft carriers 
remained beyond Russia’s means, but “with a strong 
submarine force, we felt able to sink the American 
carriers if i t  came to war.” They would also provide a 
“reliable means of launching a missile counterattack.” 
The surface fleet was relegated to coastal defense. 
Cruisers already built and under construction were too 
expensive to convert to tourist or fishing ships or put in 
mothballs; so after painful deliberation they were melted 
down to extract a valuable alloy. 

Sovict forces as 3.650.000 plus 750.000 unifornicd civiliiins. 
American officials in  recent years have suggcsted a total as 
high as 4,800.000. based on railroad and other work crews as 
well as border troops. 





"Soviet secrecy has . . . done severe damage to efforts at coritairiiiig the arms race, 

for it has repeatedly strengthened the suit of worse-case plaririers in the West. '' 

swim in the mainstream of contemporary thought and 
research, with the long-term result that the Kremlin's 
scientific Marxism worldview becomes ever more 
anachronistic. To be sure, there has been almost a sea 
change  since S ta l in ' s  t ime,  when ,  accord ing  to 
Khrushchev. " i t  would have been unthinkable to send 
abroad a nian who knew everything about our nuclear 
itrscnal iind our missile industry." But when Khrushchev 
visifed England. he took along I.V. Kurchatov. even 
(hough he' had been intimately involved in the Soviet 
atoiii-bomb project. and permitted him to travel around 
England alone visiting laboratories. I t  was not that the 
Kremlin distrusted its scientists personally, Khrushchev 
explained--"it was the bourgeois world we mis- 
trusted," because i t  might pick up and interrogafe them. 
Moscow often sent its second- and third-rate scientists 
abroad so that "any kidnappers [sic] would be unable to 
get their hands on those few scientists who had a concrete 
firsthand knowledge of our top-secret projects." I n  
explaining why he refused physicist Petr Kapitsa the 
right to travel abroad on one occasion, Khrushchev said: 
"Keep in  mind, I'd worked under Stalin for years and 
years. and you don't free yourself from [Stalinist] habits 
so easily." Kapitsa was finally allowed to go  abroad 
after :*we had already been recognized by President John 
Kennedy. among others. as a major nuclear power. After 
that. the danger no longer existed that Kapilsa would 
give away the secret of how far behind the US we were i n  
our nuclear capability." Though restrictions have eased 

:considerably.  the USSR still labors under  what 
Khrushchev called the "disgraceful heritage of the 
closed border. which lies like a chain on the conscious- 
ness of the Soviet State." 

Soviet secrecy has also done severe damage to efforts 
at containing the  arnis race. for i t  has repeatedly 
strengthened the suit'of \vorst-case planners i n  the West. 
From the first alleged "bomber gap" to the contenipo- 
rary "civil defense gap." R?losco\v's attenipts to hide its 
liabilities and assets from foreign eyes have usually 
boonieranged. putting the USSR in iI niore disadvan- 
tageous posture as the West sought to redress the balance. 
(Indeed. what Khrushchev feared after his troubled 1961 
meeting with Kennedy in Vienna actually occurred: 

"The Americans [sfarted] spending niore money on 
weapons. forcing [Russia] to d o  the same thing." The 
accelerated arms race did what Khrushchev anticipated: 
"impoverish our budget, reduce our economic potential, 
and lower the standard of living of our people.") The 
scope of possible arnis liniitations is also tremendously 
narrowed by Soviet resistance to intrusive inspecfion. 
"National means of verification" may be adequate 10 

count silos but not weapon characteristics such as nuni -  
bers of warheads atop each missile. While the Soviets 
can reasonably know from U . S .  public debates whether 
Washington is producing a cruise missile, the West musf 
assume that i f  the Kremlin has tested such a weapon, i t  
can deploy i t  without public notice of any kind. 

Fear also impedes economic progress within the 
USSR. .As Andrei Sakharov and other dissidents have 
pointed out, secrecy prevents economic managers and 
scientists from interlocking. their efforts in an optimal 
tvay. because the one hand cannot know what the other is 
up to. This too is part of the Stalinist heritage. described 
in Vera S. Dunham's brilliant new book. Irr  Stcilirr's Tinw 
(Cambridge University Press), analyzing Sovief novels 
and plays of the 1930's and 1940's. Fear pernieated 
Soviet society during the years of rapid industrialization 
of the 1930's and again during the reconstruction cam- 
paigns affer World War I I .  Anxiety became particularly 
pronounced among the niiddle ranks of the bureaucrilcy. 
pressured to perform and tantalized by niaterial rewards. 
"The middling bureaucrat, wedged between the high 
and low. between those on whom he depended iind those 
who depended on him, feared to rock the precarious 
boat. He feared decisions. *for he could neither niakc 
them nor not make them. Hdfeared change. from within 
and from withouf. All he w9nted \\'as to hang on and to 
exploit his position, and its niatcrial advantages. tvhile 
he could." This bureaucrat was the nian ivho inipmcd 
Stalinism on the populace. Such powcr 3s he had \viis 

penetrafed iv i th  tear. and hc passcd th i s  fear o i i  to the 
governed as \vcll. On thc positivc sidc. [his fcarkcpt liiiii  
alert and braced him agiiinst advcrsity. But flic Sovicf 
econoiiiy continues t o  I'ecl thc Iicgiltitrc conscqiicnccs 
today as efforis to stii!iulare innovation iind dcccn- 
tralized decisionmaking lounder o n  the subsfratuiii ol' 
widespread anxiety and consequent privatisiii. 
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ear has also damaged Moscow's relations F with Eastern Europe. Anxious after World 
War I I  that the peoples of Eastern Europe would not 
produce governments friendly and loyal to the USSR. 
the Kremlin sought to impose regimes of its own choos- 
ing, alienating in the process many of the very people 
who had looked to the Red Army as a liberating force. 
Stalin wanted to overcome olish memories of the 1939 
partition with Hitler, and made certain territorial ad- 
justments and sent important food shipments to postwar 
Poland. But, as Khrushchev observed, Stalin virtually 
dictated the composition of postwar Polish governmepts. 
His decisions, moreover, came to be based increasingly 
upon his "bestial suspiciousness." Deeply disturbed by 
Tito's defection, he would have intervened militarily 
against Yugoslavia had the two countries had a common 
border. 

Stalin helped produce the Polish and Hungarian dis- 
turbances of 1956 by fostering inequalities in Soviet 
relations with Eastern Europe after the war. When 
Khrushchev and other Soviet leaders tried to mollify the 
Poles, they "had to remember that the unequal commer- 
cial treaties forced on [Warsaw] by Stalin had helped 
turn Poland into a resentful neighbor and nearly set off 
a political explosion." Liquidating the various instru- 
mentalities for Soviet economic exploitation of Eastern 
Europe after Stalin died was not enough, in Khrushchev's 
view. "We had to change the whole picture of our eco- 
nomic relations with our allies.. .scrupulously analyzing 
all past treaties and contracts, then rectifying all the 
mistakes that had been made." 

In  one of the few instances where a Soviet leader 
acknowledges any Soviet responsibility for fueling the 
cold war, Khrushchev conceded that the February, 1948, 
events in Czechoslovakia-the "assumption of power 
by the working class"-"increased tensions with our 
former allies. I would even say England, France, and the 
United States were frightened by what happened in 
Czechoslovakia." But Khrushchev emphasized that the 
West then stepped up  its aggressive policies in response 
to the Czech events. "Hardly a single day went by when 
American planes didn't violate Czechoslovak air 
space." Indeed, Moscow feared that Washington might 
send U . S .  "troops into Czechoslovakia and try to,restore 
the capitalist government.. .." 

Though i t  was Stalin who alienated the East Europeans 
by treating them as Soviet subjects rather than friends, 
"we [who succeeded him] had to eat this soup that Stalin 
had cooked for us. Because of the lingering hard feelings 
and even antagonism on the part ofourallies, we found it 
difficult to achieve the desired degree of monolithism in 
the socialist camp.'' 

One way Khrushchev sought to deal with these prob- 
lems was to withdraw Soviet forces from Finland and 
Austria i n  1955; to reduce them later in East Germany, 
Poland, and Hun'gary; and to withdraw them entirely 
from Rumania in  1958. Though the Soviet troop cuts 
were not reciprocated by the West, Khrushchev believed 
they permitted the USSR to argue for an end to foreign 
bases with a clear conscience and to wage a consistent 
campaign for peaceful coexistence. In a clear slap at the 
Brezhnev doctrine and the 1968 invasion of Czecho- 
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slovakia, Khrushchev stated that "we can't make propa- 
ganda [for peaceful coexistence and noninterference] 
and then turn right around and put troops in other 
countries. Under such circumstances our propaganda 
tends to be regarded with suspicion. I t  accomplishes 
nothing and earns the confidence of no one." 

Khrushchev's valedictory on the Brezhnev policies in 
Eastern Europe still holds. Though Soviet rule has eased 
considerably since the Stalin period, i t  continues to 
alienate Russia's nearest neighbors and to convert.offi- 
cia1 allies into potential foes. The Politburo's anxieties 
about spontaneity led i t  to crush the only force to have 
emerged then capable of generating a Communist renais- 
sance: Dubcek's socialism with a human face. I t  s e e m  
likely also to disown the freshest spirits of Euroconi- 
munism. 

oday, as i n  1918, much of the Soviet peace T program is attractive on paper. Six de- 
cades after the Bolshevik Revolution, unfortunately, the 
intentions behind Soviet professions are highly 
suspect-not just by the official adversaries of the 
Kremlin, but by its allies and even its own peoples. 
Khrushchev confessed in retirement that "you can't be 
too sure what you read in the newspaper or hear on the 
radio. For instance," he said, ' ' 1  have my doubts about 
the official report that the 1970 harvest produced 'an 
average yield of 15.4 quintals per hectare; that's only 
slightly under the yield of 16 quintals per hectare that 
farmers get in the United States." Why this disposition 
to doubt? "Having lived under Stalin, 1 tend to think that 
the figures for average yield which you read in  the press 
these days reflect wishful thinking rather than reality ." 
Though Stalin is gone, "there remains a tendency among 
our statisticians to conceal setbacks and tell the leader- 
ship what i t  wants to hear." Some of these statistical 
experts "can melt shit into bullets." 

I f  the Soviet press sometimes seeks to deceive the 
Soviet people about events close to their own experi- 
ence, how much credence can be placed in Kremlin 
assurances on matters difficult to verify first-hand? If the. 
Chinese accuse Khrushchev. of playing a double game 
during the 1958 Taiwan Straits crisis, and if Brezhnev 
led the Politburo in  deceiving the Dubcek regime at 
Bratislava ten years later, how much faith should the 
Western world place in  Soviet professions of peaceful 
intent today? 

The tragedy of the Kremlin's kto koipo attitude has 
been that, in finding reasons to fear domestic and foreign 
foes, i t  has proved to be a self-fulfilling prophecy. 
Moscow's exploitative approach to domestic and foreign 
affairs has helped generate and perpetuate a hostile 
response to Kremlin policies bcrth within and outside the 
USSR: 

While Soviet leaders have accepted the kto koi.0, 
"who's going to do in  whom?" outlook of Leninist 
politics, they bave also recognized the util i ty of coopera- 
tion with a wide variety of foreign actors: first, with the 
German proletariat ( 1  9 17-2 I ) ;  then in revolutionary 
Turkey (1920-23); during the NEP with the Reichswehr, 
Ford, and International Harvester; in the mid-1930's 
with the League of Nations; in 1939-41 with Hitler; 



during the war wi th  the Grand Coblition. Since 1946 the 
USSR has entered a series of limited interdependence 
re I at ions h ips w i t h o t he r Com ni u n i s t reg i me s,  the We s t . 
and various Third World movements. 

Many of Moscow's foreign policy achievements and 
failures have stemmed from the Kremlin's zero-sum 
outlook. By self-reliance i t  has fought off foreign attack- 
ers and kept a tight grip o n  its empire. But Moscow's 
deep distrust and hostility to other actors has also helped 
to keep them at a distance. sometimes confirming Le- 
nin's prophecy of external enmity to Soviet Russia; more 
often simply frustrating Moscow's efforts to forge nor- 
mal linksof trade and diplomatic relations. As a rule, the 
USSR has proved to be a relatively reliable partner in 
whatever interdependent relationships i t  may have en- 
tered; but its good faith has not been widely accepted in 
the West or the Third World or even by other Communist 
regimes. There is no Soviet equivalent, for example. of 
the free and equal partnership that has developed in the. 
West under the Marshall Plan, NATO, and the various 
agencies for North Atlantic or trilateral economic coop- 
eration. 

". . . the people who help Soviet hard- 
liners the most are often hard-liners iri 
the West . . . 9 7  

he view from the Kremlin, as Khrushchev's T memoirs demonstrate, is profoundly af- 
fected by Western behavior. Though the Politburo (like 
the White House) has often misgauged and exaggerated 
the threat from the other superpower, our actions help 
shape the Soviet leaders' perception of foreign threats 
and opportunities. Overflights of Soviet territory (seen 
as aggressive) and flaccid public statements regarding 
our will 'to defend South Korea (1950) and Czecho- 

How we talk about the balance of power and East- 
West relations is also important. Khrushchev said that 
Churchill's "Iron Curtain" speech led Stalin to exag- 
gerate Western aggressiveness; but Kennedy's "Strat- 
egy of Peace" speech in June, 1963, elicited a positive 
response from the Soviet first secretary. If we talk about 
the balance of power in a way that magnifies the value of 
Soviet throw-weight, we enhance Soviet influence and 
perhaps expansionism. If we rub Russian noses in 
"strategic inferiority," this leads Moscow to redouble 
its efforts to overtake and perhaps exceed the West. Far 
better to speak of a "rough strategic equivalence" 
sufficient for both sides' security. And how we negotiate 
plays a role. If we treat each Soviet proposal as a 
Machiavellian trick suitable only for zero-sum competi- 
tion, we will leave the Kremlin with little inducement to 
seek jointly beneficial compe,tition and cooperation. 

As W. Averell Harriman t Id a Harvard audience in 
October, 1974, following another of his long meetings 
with General Secretary Brezhnev, the people who help 
Soviet hard-liners the most are often hard-liners in the 
West; "they help Grechko [the late minister of defense] 
go to the head of the class." Soviet socieiy, like 
American, has its Panel A centrists and Panel B alarm- 
ists. What the Panel B mentality lacks, whether here or 
there, is empathy. I t  refuses to consider the degree to 
which one's own actions may seem provocative to the 
other side and the extent to which the other's moves are a 

. slovakia ( 1968)-all have played a part. 
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response to percFived dangers. This self-righteous at- 
titude may 'also be 'shaped, consciously or subcon- 
sciously, by the profit motive, whether rooted in indus- 
trial rewards or consultant fees. 

By magnifying the Soviet threat to the U.S .  or helping 
to magnify Moscow's threat to the West. hard-liners can 
harm the interestsof peace. prosperity, and freedom both 
here and there. 

Just as excessive fear has led the Kremlin to be its own 
worst enemy, the greatest threat posed by the USSR to 
American interests has been what we have done to 
ourselves in responding to the Soviet challenge. From 
McCarthyism and other threats to civil liberties to the 
vast 'resources consumed in arms racihg and fighting 
communism in Asia, our zero-sum conceptions have also 
yielded a negative harvest. The answer may lie in the 
prescription that a dissident against czarist (and all other) 
repression recommended at the fin de sitcle: mutual aid 
(Prince Petr Kropotkin, Mirrirnl Aid. first published in 
London, 1902). But this approach will be all but impos- 
sible to implement unless both sides forgo the im- 
mediate gain for optimizing. long-term strategies routed 
i n  the realities of global interdependence. 

Western policymakers must be on guard against zero- 
sum policies emanating from Moscow, even while trying 
to persuade Soviet leaders and common citizens that 
greater collaboration niay be in the mutual interest. 
Since such collaboration may be dictated (as Khrushchev 
used to say) by life itself, Soviet Clites may come to 
realize increasingly the fu t i l i ty  of zero-sun1 exploitation 
and look for outcomes advantageous:for all sides. What 
they now rationalize as a temporary expedient of cooper- 
ation could, over time. become a strategy. 

Meanwhile, Westerners will have to endure Sovict 
assertions regarding the "inevitable collapse of 
capitalism and the victory of socialism on a world 
scale." Russians, in turn, may have to put up  with the 
cyclical hyperbole of U.S.  electioneering, alarums of 
present dangerists, and "captive nations" resolutions. 


